stimulus response (Fig 2) . There was also a negative correlation between the low frequency activity before stimulation and the -evoked response. Any adaptation of the response during the repeated stimulation could also cause an increased scatter. Changes in attention alter the evoked response (Picton et al. 1971 ) and certainly some differences were observed with progressive stimulation (Fig 3) in these experiments.
In summary, when a sound is presented to an animal, the average potential of the auditory cortex and also the variance of this response alters as a function ofpost-stimulus time. The alteration in variance may be, in part, explained by factors influencing the evoked response.
Mr M P Bertrand (Engineering in Medicine Laboratory, Imperial College, London SW72BT)
Aspects of Binaural Experimentation
Binaural experimentation is a useful technique for investigating the mechanism of binaural fusion, for exploring the possible influences imposed by peripheral physiological processes on hearing (perhaps including some effects arising in sensorineural hearing loss), and for quantifying various aspects of auditory perception. This kind of experimentation is also used to seek further insight into the mechanism of a listener's judgments about sounds, especially in the case of competing auditory cues. Automated experimentation is now possible and a computer-based technique has been developed and found to have some strong advantages in achieving appreciably more repro- ducible results and utilizing more effectively the usable period of a listener's attention. It has been possible to treat the set of subjective judgments in a binaural experiment as a broadly stationary sequence of events to which the methods of statistical signal analysis, for example, can be applied.
These possibilities were illustrated by preliminary work on the effects and significance of adaptation in the presence of interaural amplitude difference (IAD) between the contralateral signals. The results indicate adaptation that largely stabilizes within about 10 binaural judgments. The time to perform ajudgment was also averaged for the population under study and results are plotted versus judgment number in Fig 2; average judgment time is about 10 seconds. The adapting curve can now be replotted against time (taking account of the 4-second resting period between each judgment) as in Fig 3, where an adapting time-constant of some 100 seconds can be found. This kind of auditory behaviour is presumably a Several mechanisms may be responsible for this phenomenon which is very significant for binaural study. It may originate at the level of the receptor, may also have a psychological origin, or may result dominantly from middle ear muscle activity (involving particularly the stapedius muscle) acting more or less as an automatic gain control for the individual ear. While activity of this sort is usually consensual, in that it generates the same reaction in each ear, the middle ear muscles are separately innervated, so it is possible that on a long-term basis they display individual neurogenic activity at a level somewhat related to the intensity of the input to the individual ear. As a consequence of such a mechanism, binaural pulses originally perceived as having a difference of 10 dB, for example, would be perceived after prolonged exposure as differing by only 5 dB. The origins and implications ofbinaural adaptation are, ofcourse, under continuing study, but these preliminary findings illustrate the potentialities of semi-automatic binaural experimentation. We would also draw attention to its possible use in the investigation of unilateral sensory hearing loss. 
Peripheral Transformations
Some recent measurements of peripheral auditory response allow closer insight into the detailed activity arising from acoustic stimulation and thus facilitate study of the perceptual significance of the inner ear transformation. It is well known that the mechanical part of the transformation results in frequency-selective activity along the cochlear partition in the inner ear, but a complication in obtaining direct measurements of the mechanical response has been that the cochlear structures move less than the wavelength of light under normal levels of stimulation. The first measurements of Bekesy (1960) have raised doubts because extremely high sound levels were used in order to observe the motions with a light microscope. However, recent measurements by Rhode (1971) using the Mossbauer technique (Johnstone et al. 1970) , at perceptually reasonable levels, confirm the basic form of Bekesy's results, and also support various criticisms, but only partly. The new tuning characteristics (of frequency selectivity) are still not sharp enough to account for corresponding neural and perceptual performance. The mechanical response to acoustic stimulation is mildly nonlinear, but not to the extent that would allow effects seen in perceptual and neural behaviour to be traced back to purely mechanical origins. So the linear model of Flanagan (1960, 1961) is still a reasonable basis for simulation of the mechanical component of the peripheral transformation because the nonlinearities of the subsequent neural transduction process are so extreme.
Several workers have made recordings from single afferent fibres in the auditory nerve of various animals; those referred to here were made by Kiang et al. (1965) in the cat. Each afferent fibre is, in effect, sharply tuned to a characteristic frequency so that the presence of a component at this frequency causes a strong response in the fibre, but the resonance is much sharper than that observed in the mechanical response. A complex and puzzling characteristic appears in response to stimulation with a complex tone of two components, frequencies fl and f2 Hz. Goldstein & Kiang (1968) reported a strong mode of response, phaselocked to the nonlinear combination 2f1-f2 if this was close to the characteristic frequency of the fibre being studied, even though such a component is not actually present in the mechanical stimulus.
